Preston Eastin

About Us
Preston Eastin designs and manufactures a complete line of robotic and welding positioning systems and equipment. Founded in 1972, Preston Eastin has provided innovative solutions to manufacturing positioning through a consultative approach to customer requirements. We have enabled many companies to improve their automation processes over the past decades, and we continue to support machine shops and welding facilities throughout the United States and North America.

e-F@ctory Solutions Provided
Preston Eastin excels in designing and manufacturing positioning systems and equipment for robotic operations. Our robotic positioners are an effective way to automate a wide variety of applications, including robotic welding, sanding, painting, adhesion, material handling, and assembly.

Complementary Products
Industrial Robots

Core Technology
Robot and Part Positioning

Core Robotic Positioner Offering Includes:
- Robot Transport Units
- Robotic Skyhook Positioners
- Robotic Ferris Wheel Positioners
- Robotic Drop Center Positioners
- Robotic Floor Turntable Positioners

Industries Served
Aerospace
Aviation
Automotive
Energy
Heavy Equipment
Manufacturing
Material Handling
Ship Building
Thermal Spray & Welding
Transportation
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